Abstract. Even though diverse digital watermarking algorithm was developed to protect copyright, existing methods vary in performances according to image characteristics. While there are simple methods suitable for black and white images like medical images, there is an algorithm which shows the performance in complicated images like general nature images. Because of these reasons, evaluation metrics to evaluate the performances of various watermark algorithms are very diverse as well. In this paper, performance evaluation metrics suitable for each image characteristic will be suggested by analyzing and classifying various metrics which evaluates watermarking algorithm.
Introduction
Digital watermarking includes all technologies to insert the information in digital contents in order that other people cannot recognize. No matter what is the object of watermark, there are some problems to be solved as follows. First, watermark data should be inserted by finding the best location which cannot be identified by human sight and ear. Second, there is a problem how solidly it could survive from various attacks like compression and geometric transformation and third, how much information could be inserted within the range which meets both the above conditions at the same time. Of course, these three conditions have trade-off relationship; if one side is advantageous, the other side becomes disadvantageous and the efforts to find the best condition are under progress [1] .
Even though diverse digital watermarking algorithm was developed to protect copyright, existing methods vary in performances according to image characteristics. While there are simple methods suitable for black and white images like medical images, there is an algorithm which shows the performance in complicated images like general nature images. Because of these reasons, evaluation metrics to evaluate the performances of various watermark algorithms are very diverse as well. However, because some evaluation metrics tend to produce good results about specific algorithm, there is no single evaluation metrics to evaluate the performance of every algorithm.
In this paper, performance evaluation metrics suitable for each image characteristic will be suggested by analyzing and classifying various metrics which evaluates watermarking algorithm. If the results of this study will be used, it would be very helpful for the researchers to select the suitable and efficient watermarking algorithm for their research environment.
Analysis of Evaluation Metrics for Digital Watermarking Algorithms
A robust watermarking scheme is often evaluated in four different aspects: payload, distortion, robustness and security. The payload is the number of bits of the hidden message conveyed by the watermark. The distortion measures the difference between the original cover content and its watermarked version. The robustness indicates how resistant the watermark is against various attack operations on the watermarked content. A secure watermarking scheme should be able to withstand the malicious attacks that aim to break down the whole watermarking-based copyright protection system [2] .
Distortion Metrics
The watermark embedding process introduces some amount of distortion to the original cover mesh. This distortion can be measured geometrically or perceptually. For the geometric measurement, Kai Wang[2] proposed to use the maximum root mean square error (MRMS). In general, the root mean square error (RMS) from one 3D surface S to another 3D surface S' is defined as
where p is a point on surface S, |S| is the area of S, and d(p, ′ ) denotes the pointto-surface distance between p and ′ . This RMS distance is not symmetric and generally we have ( , ′ ) ≠ ( ′ , ). Therefore, Kai Wang[2] defined the MRMS distance between a cover mesh M and its watermarked version ′ as
The imperceptibility of a watermarking algorithm refers to the perceptual similarity between the original and watermarked images. It is useful to measure the extent of distortion that the watermarking introduces to the work for the quality appraisal. PSNR is measured to compare visual quality between the cover image and watermark embedded image [2] . where m and n denote the width and height of the cover image. Distortion is generally indiscernible to the human eye when PSNR exceeds 30 dB.
The structural similarity(SSIM) index is a method for measuring the similarity between two images. SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods like PSNR which have proved to be inconsistent with human perception [3] . It is given as:
where and are the average of I and , respectively; 2 and 2 are the variance of I and , respectively; cov is the covariance of ; 1 = ( 1 ) 2 , 2 = ( 2 ) 2 two variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator; L the dynamic range of the pixel values [4] .
Payload Metrics
The data hiding capacity of a cover image is calculated as the maximum amount of information that can be embedded and recovered with low error probability. It is expressed in terms of number of message bits that can be embedded imperceptibly into each pixel of the specific cover image (bits per pixel). The capacity of the channel is determined as,
where 2 is the variance of watermark which denotes average energy per pixel allowed for the message.
2 is the equivalent gaussian variance of the image noise, the image noise I are assumed to be uniformly distributed random variables taking values between 0 and 255 [5] .
Robustness Metrics
The robustness is evaluated in terms of the BER(bit error rate) of the extracted watermark bit sequence, as well as the correlation coefficient [6] between the extracted watermark bit string { ′ } and the originally inserted one { } as given by the following equation:
where ′ ̅̅̅ and ̅ indicate, respectively, the averages of the watermark bit strings { ′ } and { }. This correlation value measures the similarity between two strings and varies between -1 (orthogonal strings) and +1(the same strings) [7] .
Conclusion
Future study subject is to develop evaluation metrics which could efficiently classify complicated images and simple images and relevant digital watermarking method which is suitable for the characteristic of each image.
